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Overview
For innovative educational programs, products, and policies to be implemented successfully
across diverse settings, they need to be adapted to address the uniques needs and
characteristics of those environments. Design-Based Implementation Research (DBIR) is a
systematic approach for working with stakeholders to iteratively design research that
investigates the implementation process so that it answers questions of importance in the local
context. DBIR does not specify a particular method or analytic approach, recognizing that a
range of different methods is appropriate in different circumstances and in different phases of
the research and development lifecycle. The goal of this form of research is to build the capacity
of local stakeholders to improve their practice. DBIR grew out of Design-Based Research
(DBR), a methodological approach created by learning scientists in which researchers
investigate solutions to educational problems by designing interventions and iteratively testing
them in real-world settings to see how they function in formal or informal educational settings.
DBIR draws on this approach, but rather than exploring how a specific intervention works to
address a particular educational challenge, it explores how to design an implementation process
that addresses multiple challenges within a complex system.
The DBIR approach was established in response to evidence that research-based innovations
are often difficult to sustain or use at scale in real-world classrooms, schools, and districts, even
when they proved effective in small-scale studies. This is because traditional scale-up
approaches did not always take into account the critical role that local adaptation and
stakeholder commitment play in successful implementation of innovative programs, products,
and policies. An example of a DBIR project is CSR Colorado, a collaboration between Denver
Public Schools and researchers at University of Colorado, Boulder. The district wanted to
integrate an innovative program called Collaborative Strategic Reading that was developed
previously. The researchers and district worked together to co-design a process for adapting
this program to work within the norms of a large, diverse district and conducting research to
ensure that the program was achieving the district’s goals.
Four principles underlie DBIR:

●
●
●
●

A focus on persistent problems of practice, as experienced from multiple stakeholders’
perspectives;
A commitment to iterative, collaborative design in realistic contexts;
A concern with developing theory and knowledge related to both classroom learning and
implementation through systematic inquiry; and
A concern with developing capacity for sustaining change in educational systems.

Key Lessons
Key lessons from cyberlearning research:
●

●
●

●

●

Researchers engaged in DBIR not only investigate and build theory about an
innovation’s impact on learning, but also about how and why an innovation is
implemented differently in different settings.
DBIR researchers use techniques such as program mapping to understand the
organizational structures of the settings into which innovations are introduced.
Researchers engaged in DBIR not only iteratively and collaboratively design programs
with stakeholders, but they also iteratively and collaboratively design the implementation
plan, the outcomes, and the measures.
Scaling an innovation requires building capacity within systems to sustain that innovation
and transfer ownership to local stakeholders, using techniques such as establishing
professional routines and supporting communication networks.
By looking at implementation variation across multiple contexts, DBIR projects can
inform policy making at the system level, which can enhance sustainability.

Issues
Establishing trusting partnerships. Productive DBIR work requires trusting relationships
among researchers, practitioners, and district leaders, but trust is something that usually is only
built over time. It can be difficult for researchers to initiate DBIR projects with new stakeholders
because they do not have those existing relationships. Educators are used to being evaluated,
but are not used to engaging with and helping develop a research agenda. Researchers often
are not aware of the multiple, conflicting demands on educators that can make it difficult to
prioritize research. DBIR researchers need to establish practices that help all parties to build
confidence in each other and the process.
Iterative research design. Traditional research is conducted with a set of research questions
and a fully articulated research and analysis plan before the research begins. DBIR uses an
iterative approach to research that is responsive to the interests of stakeholders and to the
interim findings of the research. This is an approach that is not always understood or valued by

funders–who may want to know exactly what the research will look like before they fund it–or
other researchers–who may question why input from people without research expertise
influences the research design. This can make it challenging to find funding for DBIR research
and to publish about it in peer reviewed journals. In addition, to be flexible enough to select the
most appropriate research techniques for the task at hand requires DBIR researchers to have a
breadth of knowledge about a wide range of methods that many researchers do not have.
Clash of cultures. DBIR projects can be challenging because of the differences between the
expectations, norms, and incentives in the cultures of school districts and universities or
research institutions. For example, turnover of educators and administrators in large districts
can make it difficult to keep partnerships going. District priorities and policies can change
dramatically when leadership changes, which may lead to calls for different kinds of research or
even a lack of interest in research. If they are planning to use research to inform practice,
school districts may want findings more quickly than researchers are accustomed to producing.
In addition, higher education institutions often do not reward faculty who engage in these kinds
of long-term, evolving partnerships, instead favoring high publication rates and specialization of
their research focus.

Resources
Design as Scholarship: Case Studies from the Learning Sciences, edited by Vanessa Svihla &
Richard Reeve. For researchers in the learning sciences, there is sparse literature how we
actually go about designing. Design as Scholarship: Case Studies from the Learning Sciences
addresses this need by providing design stories of how researchers actually do their work—how
they identified and met needs, how they collaborated across disciplinary boundaries, and how
they took advantage of emergence or opportunism in their work. The book includes chapters on
designing technologies for learning, community co-design, and more.
Learndbir.org. This website provide a wide range of tools and instruments for engaging in DBIR,
as well as examples of DBIR projects taking place in various contexts, and publications on DBIR
studies.
Strategic Education Research Partnership (SERP) Institute. This institute was established to
foster long-term relationships among researchers, practitioners, and designers so they can work
together to develop solutions to challenging educational problems. The site provides information
about their projects as well as the educational products and programs that have resulted from
those initiatives.
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. This organization has been a leader in
improvement science and networked improvement communities (NICS). The site provide
resources that explain the principles of improvement science and examples of successful efforts
to employ those principles at scale.
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